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ADDENDUM 1

To: All bidders
From: John Sergio Fisher, Architect, AIA, Principal
Project: SBCUSD Proposition 39 Energy Efficiency Upgrades Eep3 Electrical Phase 1

1. There will be a 3rd party lighting audit after the project completed.

2. The Budget is estimated at $2.9 million.

3. The following corrections, modifications or additions shall be included in the drawings, specifications and other contract documents and shall be taken into consideration by contractors in submitting bids on the above named project:

A. Cajon High School:
   1. Delete Drawings E1-15 and E1-16. All work pertaining to Mechanical, Power Plan, Single Line Diagram are deleted from the scope of work.
   2. Drawing E1.12: Replace (2) Type AW shown in Mechanical Equipment Room L4 with Type AG.
   3. Drawing E1.09: Delete (13) Type WD shown on exterior of Classroom Building.

B. Indian Springs High School:
   1. Delete Drawings E2-19 and E2-20. All work pertaining to Mechanical, Power Plan, Single Line Diagram are deleted from the scope of work.
   2. Drawing E2.05: Replace (12) Type K1 shown on exterior canopy west of Lobby Hall of Fame D25 with Type K.

C. San Gorgonio High School:
   1. Delete Drawings E3-14 and E3-15. All work pertaining to Mechanical, Power Plan, Single Line Diagram are deleted from the scope of work.
   2. Drawing E3.02: Replace (8) Type HC shown on Rooms A-58, A-59, and A-60 with Type RA.
   3. Drawing E3.06: Replace (12) Type RR shown on Rooms AD-18, D-19, D-21, D-34, D-35 with Type RA.
   4. Drawing E3.12: Replace (1) Type HW shown in room near northwest corner with Type H except mount it on wall.
   5. Drawing E3.12: Replace (1) Type HW shown in room near main lobby with Type H except mount it on wall.
   6. Drawing E3.12: Replace (2) Type HA shown in room near main lobby with Type H except mount it on wall.
   7. Drawing E3.12: Replace (2) Type L shown in exterior canopy a north side with Type M.
   8. Drawing E4.03: Delete (9) Type WV shown on exterior of Classroom Building.

D. Shandin Hills Middle School:
   1. Delete Drawings E4-04 and E4-05. All work pertaining to Mechanical, Power Plan, Single Line Diagram are deleted from the scope of work.
   2. Drawing E4.03: Delete (9) Type WV shown on exterior of Classroom Building.

End of Addendum